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Canada: SME Sentiment Nosedives in March as 

Country Quarantines to Stem Spread of COVID-19 

 Small- and medium-sized enterprise (SME) sentiment fell 29.7 points to 

30.8 in March, its lowest level since the CFIB began tracking.  

 Industry and provincial sentiment fell across the board with Quebec the 

hardest hit amongst the provinces. 

 General business indicators all declined significantly, most businesses 

signaling coming layoffs and capital spending pullbacks. 

SME SENTIMENT PLUMMETS AS COVID-19 PANDEMIC SPREADS 

The Canadian Federation of Independent Business’ (CFIB) monthly 

Business Barometer Index cratered to the lowest level since its inception in 

1990 to 30.8 in March (chart 1). This is not surprising as the Canadian 

economy has come to a virtual standstill to battle the spread of COVID-19. The 

Barometer has historically led real GDP growth (chart 2), and suggests a 

significant fall in economic activity at the end of March as large parts of the 

economy have already been shut down.  

Every province registered a decline, with Quebec being the hardest hit, falling 

to just 15.7 (chart 3). Atlantic Canada was the least pessimistic region overall 

in the country, while Western Canada remained more pessimistic on average, which 

predates the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Similarly, sentiment retreated broadly across industries (chart 4) with 

Information, Arts and Recreation being the most pessimistic, while Hospitality as 

the least.  

General business indicators all fell dramatically in March. Not surprisingly, 

the percentage of respondents who think the general business situation for their 

company is bad skyrocketed (chart 5), while layoffs seem likely to continue within 

the next few months (chart 6) and capital expenditure plans have fallen off a cliff 

(chart 7). With almost a million Employment Insurance claims in Canada last 

week, plunging consumer confidence (-32 points decline in March) and a 

gradually expanding lockdown of the Canadian economy, business prospects are 

contingent on a resumption of activity some time in 20Q2 and significant 

government support measures in the meantime. 
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